
 

Art in Fiction Fiction inspired by works of art. 

 

Luncheon of the Boating Party by Susan Vreeland 

Meeting his closest friends for a summer lunch on a café terrace along the Seine, master  

Impressionist painter Auguste Renoir undertakes the most challenging project of his career 
and in so doing is drawn into the lives of the thirteen people featured in his painting.   

FIC VREELAND 

 

 

The Birth of Venus by Sarah Dunant 

Turning fifteen in Renaissance Florence, Alessandra Cecchi becomes intoxicated with the 
works of a young painter whom her father has brought to the city to decorate the family’s 
Florentine palazzo, a situation that is complicated by her unwanted arranged marriage to an 
older man and a battle between the Medici family and the fundamentalist followers of  

Savonarola.  FIC DUNANT 

 

 

Claude & Camille by Stephanie Cowell 
Falling in love against the backdrop of 19th century Paris, struggling Impressionist artist 
Claude Monet and the enigmatic Camille Doucieux carve out a life together that is threatened 

by Camille’s dark past.  FIC COWELL 

 

 

Girl With a Pearl Earring by Tracy Chevalier 
A poor seventeenth-century servant girl knows her place in the household of the painter  
Johannes Vermeer, but when he begins to paint her, nasty whispers and rumors circulate 

throughout the town.  FIC CHEVALIER 
 
 
 

The Last Nude by Ellis Avery 
Agreeing to model nude for Art Deco painter Tamara de Lempicka to avoid prostitution in 
1927 Paris, young American Rafaela Fano inspires the artist’s most iconic Jazz Age images 
and becomes her lover while discovering darker truths about Tamara’s private life.   

FIC AVERY 
 
 
 

The Secret Supper by Javier Sierra 

Sent by Pope Alejandro VI to oversee the completion of Da Vinci’s “The Last Supper” at the 
beginning of 1497, Dominican inquisitor Fray Agustin Leyre investigates the master artist’s 
omission of key elements and use of symbolic imagery, which suggests that ha mysterious 

message has been coded into the painting.  FIC SIERRA 
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The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown 
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon and French cryptologist Sophie Neveu work to solve the 
murder of an elderly curator of the Louvre, a case which leads to clues hidden in the works of 
Da Vinci and a centuries-old secret society.   

FIC BROWN 

 

 

Caravaggio’s Angel by Ruth Brandon 
Dr. Reggie Lee, a new arrival at London’s National Gallery, is organizing a small exhibition 
around three known Caravaggio paintings depicting St Cecilia and the Angel when she  
discovers a fourth.  As Reggie sets out to discover the truth behind the possible forgery, she 
ends up on a trail that leads her from Surrealist suicides to Italian art dealers.   

FIC BRANDON 
 

 

The Lady and the Unicorn by Tracy Chevalier 
Interweaving historical fact with fiction, this rich textured novel explores the mystery behind 
the creation of the remarkable Lady and the Unicorn tapestries, woven at the end of the  
fifteenth century, which today hang in the Cluny Museum in Paris.   

FIC CHEVALIER 
 

 

The Agony and the Ecstasy by Irving Stone 
Dramatizes the life of the artistic genius Michelangelo, recalling his love affairs, his disputes 
with cardinals and popes, and his years of working on his greatest masterpiece — the Sistine 
Chapel.   

FIC STONE 

 

 

Cezanne’s Quarry by Barbara Corrado Pope 
Investigating the strangling murder of a mysterious young woman in Aix-en-Provence,  

inexperienced magistrate Bernard Martin finds the case hampered by local beliefs that the 
woman deserved her fate because of her relationship with a radical Darwinian scholar.   

FIC POPE 

 
 

The Forgery of Venus by Michael Gruber 
Having inherited his father’s considerable artistic talents but unable to find buyers for his  
traditional works in the face of his peers’ contemporary creations, Chaz Wimont accepts a 
commission to restore an antique fresco in a European castle, a job that brings unexpected 
success and a sinister offer.   

FIC GRUBER 

 

 

Leonardo’s Swans by Karen Essex 
Born into wealth amis the political and artistic foment of the Italian Renaissance, worldly and 
ambitious Isabella and naïve Beatrice Este, sisters and rivals, compete for the attentions of 
Ludovico Sforza, the Duke of Milan, and must choose between family loyalty and survival 
amid the treachery of a dangerous era.   

FIC ESSEX 
 
 

For more Art in Fiction, check Bookletters & Staff Recommendations on our website. 


